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Copyright
This Copyright License Agreement (this “Agreement”) is a GROOVELSOFTWARE, of 12 allée
des castors 92500 Rueil Malmaison.
In this Agreement, the party granting the right to use the licensed property,
GROOVELSOFTWARE, will be referred to as the “Owner” and the party who is receiving the
right to use the licensed property, the customer, will be referred to as the “User.”
1.

Owner owns all proprietary rights in and to the copyrightable and/or copyrighted works

described in this Agreement. The copyrighted works will collectively be referred to as “Work.”
2.

Owner owns all rights in and to the Work and retains all rights to the Work, which are

not transferred herein, and retains all common law copyrights.
3.

Owner desires to obtain, and Licensor has agreed to grant, a license authorizing the

use of the Work by Licensee in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
The parties agree to abide by the terms as follows:
I.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS. User shall be the sole owner of the Work and all

proprietary rights in and to the Work; however, such ownership shall not include ownership of
the copyright in and to the Property or any other rights to the Property not specifically granted
in this Agreement.
II.

MODIFICATIONS. Unless the prior written approval of Owner is obtained, User may

not modify or change the Property in any manner. Licensee shall not use Licensed property for
any purpose that is unlawful or prohibited by these Terms of the Agreement.
III.

WARRANTIES. Neither party makes any warranties with respect to the use, sale or

other transfer of the Property by the other party or by any third party, and User accepts the
product “AS IS.” In no event will Owner be liable for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or
consequential damages, that are in any way related to the Property.
IV.

TRANSFER OF RIGHTS. Neither party shall have the right to assign its interests in

this Agreement to any other party, unless the prior written consent of the other party is
obtained.
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V.

AMENDMENT. This Agreement may be modified or amended, only if the amendment

is made in writing and is signed by both parties.
VI. TERMINATION. This Agreement may be terminated by either party by providing 30 days
written notice to the other party.
VII. Termination or expiration of this Agreement shall not extinguish any of Licensee’s or
Copyright Owner’s obligations under this Agreement including, but not limited to, the obligation
to pay royalties which by their terms continue after the date of termination or expiration.
VIII.

SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid or

unenforceable for any reason, the remaining provisions shall continue to be valid and
enforceable. If a court finds that any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable,
but that by limiting such provision it would become valid or enforceable, then such provision
shall be deemed to be written, construed, and enforced as so limited.
This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties and there are no other promises
or conditions in any other agreement whether oral or written. This Agreement supersedes any
prior written or oral agreements between the parties.
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Overview
Web Portal
Platform is delivered with basics features; the system is built to provide an easy way to
quickly develop your web site and target your client’s business.
Templating system to accelerate and uniformize development.
Standard Rules to easy implement a visibility strategy on search engine:
Multilingual.
Responsive design.
Assets: CSS and JS manage by the system to optimize the page speed loading.

Content Management
Make your web portal dynamic by publishing information’s, articles to grow up your
audience.
Integrated editor is provided to let you easily write articles, and to publish content on the
platform.
Contents can be built without effort with no background technical knowledge requirements.
Content order and classification are building and ordering by Categories and Tags to provide
powerful classification and search.

Document Management
Store all documents in a safe place and provide access to your clients.
The system storage can be externalized in out of the box solution storage such as amazon
AWS…Or locally in the machine.
Documents are not stored in the database but physically in the disk in order to provide a
scaling storage solution and let the possibility to add specific workflow to work on the
documents
Security access are managed inside the platform.
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User Management

The platform manages account of your customers with different permissions which are group
by role.

Connectivity, API, Protocol
The Platform architecture is modular and build as plug and plays modules.
You can easily add modules to further provide services such as payments systems API for
example PayPal, Stripes.
Main protocols supported are HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, POP.
A based built API is provided by the system to give the possibility to mobile device to connect
directly in the platform.

Messaging and Notification
The system provides a textual messaging to communicate with other without the need to have
access to the provider mailing host of your company and create security hole.

Security:
Multiple login failure.
Multiple click button.
Identity Usurpation.
Rules permission and URL access monitoring and check.

Monitoring
All URL can be logged:
IP access control.
Registration new users.
Data Volume: Number of documents, maximum size, size of total documents.
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Backup

The strategy that will be used to cleanup old backups. The default strategy keeps all backups
for a certain amount of days. After that period only, a daily backup will be kept. After that period
only, weekly backups will be kept and so on.

Administration
Three Objects are administrated
•

Users: Manage profile, password

•

Role groups permissions actions on different URLs.

•

URL: can create, add or modify route to components controllers and views to call.

Command Line in bash mode.

Performance
•

Cache Access URL.

•

Content pagination.

•

Database pagination Access.

•

Documents file Storage on disk.

•

Workflow Asynchronous Queue Events to process asynchronous jobs.

Technical Requirements
PHP 7.1
Laravel 5.7
Nginx Server // IIS
MySQL 5.7
Windows and Linux Compatibility.
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Web Portal
Basically, the platform is divided in two modules:
•

BACKEND.

Pilot the routing between controllers and views.
Check access rules users by role and URI permissions.
Content type creation.
Content Administration.
Template, Layout and menu page.
Documents Management.
•

FRONTEND.

It is the website that your clients visit. The build distribution does not deliver any website by
default, but the architecture and technologies provide and easy way to create quickly a new
website managed by the backend. Depending your specifications, it is easy to create new
templates including CSS and template html in coding language proposed by the platform:
Blade templates technologies. Standard can also propose API that can feed your frontend
developed by another team.

Backend Console.

Database

API calls

Frontend.
Your website

Or
Backend Console.
+FrontEnd
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The platform can easily handle several websites managed by the same backend, a concrete
example is the multi lingual website where you have got specificity or different language to
manage:

Site France
Site English
Backend
Console

Site Italia
Site ..

Feature Management:
•

Forms: Contact.

•

Contents and Contents Type.

Example:
You want to show a content that have three fields
•

1 field text

•

1 field date

•

1 field with a rich editor content

You can easily build this content with the Contents Type form, if tomorrow a new type of
content is built, you can change it, the content is serialized as blob and saved into the
database. In this way, it minifies to develop code and to be focus on the page design.
•

Menu: Zero code you can built and serialize it into database as same way as the
content.

•

Layout: can be used to repeat footer or header information’s.

Menu and Layout are optional, you can directly code and include it in your own templates.
Multi Lingual support : Locale support. Only French and English are supported.
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What is the strategy and the process behind
it?
All the system is made to divide responsibility of each user and to reduce the need of Backend
Developer.
•

Backend Developer:

In real situation you have a new functionality to develop, you can develop a new module and
integrate in the core components without make mistakes with versions or corrupt systems
because all compatibility is maintained (Composer)
•

Front End Developer

Interface can be decoupling, API is developed by the backend developer, front end developer
can build via their preferred technologies Vue.js, blade, angular…
In the website:
Content is designed via the platform UI admin: contents=> Manage Template.
Then Front-end Developer will implement the parsing code to show the content.
Menu and Layout template is the same process, design via the GUI Admin then developer front
end will adapt the template to show menu. No need backend developer.
CONTENT

IMPLEMENT and GET
INSIDE MY TEMPLATE

https://..../admin
ADMIN

FRONTEND
DEVELOPER

GUI ADMIN BACKEND

Example: Typically designed your content template as ADMIN user:
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Create one content of your template example billet_blog :

View code button on your content editor:

Front end will parse this content and extract it to show in template page.
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Routing system and System pages
System->Advanced Pages management:

Each URI is mapped to call your html view feed by a component called controllers. Mapping
below:
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Between call role and user access are checked. You can edit code page and do some modification without deploying.
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Users and role management
Users and Role.

User is attached to Role. Role give the right to user to have some privileges to access different
functionality of the platform.
Roles available are:
•

ADMIN: The strongest role you have access to all

•

PUBLIC: Default role, give access to user account

•

CONTENT_MANAGER: to add, update delete content

•

USER_MANAGER: to manage users.
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•

GED_MANAGER: to add update delete documents (public or private).

•

SEARCH_USER_MANAGER: to search user.

•

UPLOAD_FILES: to upload files.

•

STAFF: Role acts as a label, to identity team.
Typically, role is composed of URI and actions:

Different kind of account.
ADMIN =>all
PUBLIC+GED_MANAGER=> GED
PUBLIC+ CONTENT_MANAGER=>Content blogging
PUBLIC+ USER_MANAGER=> Users Administration
PUBLIC+ SEARCH_USER_MANAGER=> Search users
PUBLIC + UPLOAD_FILES=>Upload medias to attach to content
Hierarchy, if one user is ADMIN role other roles are ignored.
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Otherwise other roles can be added. PUBLIC role is the primary role basic that each user must
have.

Tips: A good method to avoid giving administration to every all and to control
trackability of access is to distribute this role.
STAFF: It is just a label to identify member of your team, other label can be created, it is
useful to show team members on web page such as a trombinoscope.
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User Profile
How users are managed? A user is identified with a unique Email and a unique Identifier.
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Email Notification: if enable user will be notified for each message incoming on its message
box
Activate user: if disable user can’t have access to the platform.
Contact: if it is set, when user sends a message, there will be only recipient as contact.
Picture profile: User can set its picture depending the configuration, it is possible that:
•

Everyone can see the picture profile on internet (public)

•

Private only members of the platform can see the picture profile.

How is managed the delete user?
When you delete a user, the action is not immediate, there is 2 days spent before the user is
deleted. The first action will disable the user.
The delete is proceeding to erase:
Delete
•

All messages.

•

All comments

•

All private documents.

•

All tag attach to private documents.

•

All public documents that user is author.

•

All contents that user is author.

•

All user details.

•

All permissions.
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Basic Account
When first registration user, the account gives only basic feature:
Consult private documents
Consult public documents
Search on name file public documents.
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Login Password Reset
A link with a specific token is available on click and send to the user by email.
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API Mobility(option)
Internally the platform exposes an API that gives the possibility to authenticate device
Based on the mechanism of JWT tokens (JSON Web Token (JWT) is a compact URL-safe
means of representing claims to be transferred between two parties).
The user can after have access to their account and messages.
You can imagine any other functions that can be added to the API.
In your side, you will be exchange with your device and the platform this token.
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Messages(option)
In lot of situation, it is complicated to connect a webmail to a System Information without policy
a dedicated stream only to exchange between team on specific perimeter such as support for
example. To make it simple, the platform authorizes to send small messages in text format
between users.
Remember you’ve got a field contact on each user profile. It is the recipient of messages that
can send the user.

Let’s attribute a contact to USER1
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When user1 is connected:

If enable Email Notification is activated, user will receive a notification of new message in its
webmail.
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Content management(option)
One of an important part of the platform to be able to write some articles and to publish it on
the website as a blogging writer. The basic approach is to write it directly in HTML code, it is
static approach, but less it is not a good approach if you want to delegate this responsibility to
a non-developer.

Content Type Template.

The system provide flexibility to propose a way to create a template content such as drag and
drop field. So, you can create content type such as for example:
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Each content has a different structure, example with different contents:
•

Billet_blog is for section blogging in website with field fichier(files to attach), contenu
(content)

•

Other avis_client for testimonials section
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Each content after where you create it depending of the template:
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Avis_client :

On the section testimonial of website:

Content is dynamically generated depending of the template:
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Let’s zoom in different field:
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Common section to all the content whatever the template.
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Title => content title.

Layout=>Indicator which is feed by the system in order to know for which website, the content
is done.
Language=>you can choose several, when you have multilingual website you can choose
content to show depending your locale.
Weight => a number that can reorder the content by priority. The biggest number and the first
rank will be your content.
Tag=> Classification of your content with search key words, useful to SEO.
Short description=> Short summary required. Introduction to the content.
URI =>generated by the system.
Publish=> if enable content is visible in the website
Specific section:
Fichiers => attach upload pictures or files.
Contenu => content details.

If you click on View Code button you can see all the binary content
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Tips: What ‘s about SEO?
Search engine has several criteria to apply to optimize visibility of website.
Choice of contents, number of words, choice of word depending the concurrence article length
and number of articles are some criteria. The greatest number of articles you have will help
your website to grow up its visibility in order to acquire some new back link directly to your
website.

Tips: What ‘s about file to show and to share? Sometimes you would like to import
files
And share link, you can easily do it with: Files->Add

Upload files: Then in Files->Viewer
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Classification Category and Tag

To order the content, key words (Tag) are associated and tide to Category.
Tag Name and Category Name must be unique.

Category->Add
Category Parent: You can create hierarchical category tree. This is used for GED.
Language: When you have got multilingual website choose the correct locale in order to show
the right content in the right locale.
Scope:
•

Frontend: only use for website, content

•

Private: use for GED only, private access.

•

Public: use for GED only, public access everyone who is subscribed to the
platform can see the contents.
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Tag creation: Tag->Add

Category Translations and Locale: use for GED.
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It is used for GED, when user connect to their account, they can see their category in their
locale. See above in GED chapter.
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Build Layout(option)
To avoid repeating tasks layout is always composed of same header same footer
When you have a multilingual site, the layout is same and translation different, the platform
proposes a way to mutualize:

Header or footer can be html. In English version:
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In French version
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So, depending the locale you will have French or English Layout:
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Or French:
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Build Menu(option)
As same as layout, Menu ->Create

We will fill two menu: one French and one in English
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In the frontend

Or

Quick start example in: /resources/views/blog
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GED Management
General
In the platform two kind of documents are managed.
Document can be extension.png.jpg.bin.exe .doc .rtf…. any extensions
If it is marked public, everyone who subscribed to the platform can see the document.
If it is marked as private, only person which is identified as the recipient can see the document.
We need the identifier of the user and the Category. The Category is like a folder.

How do we assign document to a member?
If you are ADMIN

Documents library->private documents->share
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Or in your account if you have GED_MANAGER role:
Management

How do we assign document to all members?
You must select Documents library->private documents->share
Category is required. All documents attached to this category will be seen by all users of the
platform.

How do we manage access documents and users?
Each document is associated to a user via its identifier.
So, two users cannot see same documents even if it is attached to the same category.
When you delete a user, all documents attached to the user are deleted.
So, let s create one category called private
Two users USER1 and USER2 for each we associate
USER1 ->document user1.pdf
USER2->document user2.pdf
USER1 connected: user 1 only see user1.pdf in category private
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USER2 connected only see user2.pdf in category private

Category Organization
You can easily create tree category to organize documents in hierarchical structure, choose in
category parent a category that you have created:
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Adjust Organization with Tag
When there is lot of documents in a same category, it is more fluent to filter inside the category
by keywords: Tags.
Tag->Add
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Ok now let’s connect to USER1

If you click on categoryrole you will see test tag
There is no document on its tag, so we will create one:

Documents library->private documents ->share
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We select the tag that we have created.

If you click on test tag you only see documents that is attached to its tag.

Manage Category by Role. (Option)
This option is possible depending of the main configuration of the platform.
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Another flavor if you want to put some permissions on category and to authorize only person to
see the category depending on their role.
•

Create a Role:

User->Manage Roles->Add
Choose undefined URL.

•

Create a category:

Category->Add

•

Associate a permission to category
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Category->Add Category Permissions
•

Associate the role to the user.

User->Manage Users & Roles->Add Role to a user
Choose for example USER1 and associate him the new Role: MYROLE

Now if you connect to USER1 Account
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You see its new category.
If you connect with USER2.

It never sees the category “categorybyrole” if he hasn’t got the role MYROLE.
As you see USER1 can only download documents, if you want to give it some rules to upload
and delete documents, manage documents, you can add it GED_MANAGER role.
User->Manage Users & Roles ->add Role to user

Then when you connect to user1
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User1 has Management Item.

Category Organization
You can easily create tree category to organize documents in hierarchical structure, choose in
category parent a category that you have created.

If you connect to USER1
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There is no private? Normal you must associate the role MYROLE to category private
Go to Category->Add Category Permissions

Now if you connect to USER1
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Category translation

Suppose you have got two persons which one speaks French and one speaks English.
Depending on their locale, you can associate the correct translation for the category:
By default, if there is no category it is the name category himself that is chosen.

So, in English

If you connect:
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If no translation:

How does the clean and delete categories work?
You cannot delete a category if there is one document that it is attached to

GED_MANAGER ROLE
In order to share GED management, avoid giving ADMIN access this role has been made.
In review:
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SHARE PUBLIC DOCUMENT: all documents that everybody subscribed to the platform can
see.
SHARE PRIVATE DOCUMENT: Only documents assigned to the user can be seen.
PRIVATE DOCUMENT: List of all private documents of everyone

You can update category, tag.
Update or delete note.
SEARCH CLIENT DOCUMENTS: you can search all documents by username and surname
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In MY DOCUMENTS:

USER1 can see only documents that is assigned to him.

If you click on the upload button:
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If you reclick on MY PRIVATE DOCUMENTS, you will see only your documents:

If you click on one of the link vertical menu ie PRIVATE for example:
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You will see all documents attach to PRIVATE category.
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GED Performance
• Storage:
Files are stored on the disk local or Cloud, only links are maintained in databases.

• Upload Client:
Clients upload files by buckets, over 10 Mb, the files are chunked.

• Download Client:

When you click and select download all files are zipped.
If you click on the link in files column, files are zipped if the size >20Mb
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Board overview: Indicators

Monitoring:
System Monitoring: Health of the system
Number of subscribers: //
Number of users connected: Sessions that are opened now.
Total Number of messages sent: //
Total of number documents: //
size max (Mb) document: get the biggest document size
size total (Mb) documents: documents public size+ documents private size
size total (Mb) public documents
size total (Mb) private documents
size total (Mb) medias: all the medias attached to contents
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Size max (Mb) private document
Size max (Mb) public document
number total of public documents
number total of private documents
number total of medias
size max (Mb) medias
Total number contents
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Viewer Monitoring: Show IP when access to an URL (option)
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Backup
Back up can be done manually in the console or schedule in bash in a background process.

The
backup save all packages that is included in the application.
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Personal Pages(option)
You have the possibility to create a simple page that user can access to.
The requirement is to have a template (blade language specific to the platform) a file
name index.blade.php, after you can make your home page and modify content, there is
one example called blog:
Go and create:

Fill the form:

URI : without / before
Save and then go to
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Clear cache in order to reload cache with new URL.
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Choosing blog it will create a new page from the current template pages. Blog and take the
template reference index.blade.php in the directory
resources/views/blog/pages/index.blade.php

I can edit the code page:

Choose test/hello
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Refresh the page:
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Forum(option)
This is an option which comes inside the box a quick way to create forum for users.

Post comments:
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You can get the component forum and extend it in one of your design template.
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System settings

System Configuration:
•

Activation statistics by click on url: activate the IP tracking on click URL. (option)

•

Automatic user’s subscription enables: When it is enabling user after registration has
access to their account without human validation account.

•

Site on maintenance

•

Emailing enable: if enable when registration new user or messages sent, notification
by email is sent to the user(option)

•

Number contents by page: //

•

Maximum number of contents by default per user: Possible to limit the number of post
contents with a default value

•

Limit number of contents per user: if enable the number of contents is applied.
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Security
•

Multiple login failure: At three failures login is blocked for 30 minutes.

•

Multiple click button: If multiple requests are sent to the platform, reject and block
request

•

Identity Usurpation (man in the middle): Token between form request and platform is
sent to confirm the origin of the request.

•

Rules permission and URL access monitoring and check: Every time an URL is
accessed, user auth is check, with role.

•
.

Full HTTPS protocol.
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Compatibility browser
•

Firefox Version 63.0.3

•

IE Microsoft Edge 17.17134

•

IE 11

•

Chrome : Version 71.0.3578.98

